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The Great Disclaimer

Okay, here it comes.  We have to make the lawyers happy.  We don't want unhappy 
lawyers.  So, you should know this document is for informational purposes only 
and is not to be construed as investment, legal or tax advice. 

We’re here to share ideas that we’ve gleaned from our own experience and the 
experience of others. Because everyone’s situation is different, our opinions may 
not apply to you and we can't promise you'll make millions, or even a penny for 
that matter.  In fact, most people do nothing and earn nothing from stuff they read.

We’re not soliciting, offering or selling securities or real estate on this site. If offers 
and  sales  were  to  be  made,  they’d  only  be  made  with  a  bonafide offering 
memorandum  with  proper  risk  disclosures  and  a  huge  pile  of  boring,  legal 
language.  Also any such offering would only follow an official registration or be 
done through proper exemptions. Anything short of that should only be considered 
our opinion. And you know what they say about opinions.

Information in this document is from various sources deemed to be reliable at the 
time  this  document was  prepared,  but  we  cannot  guarantee  the  accuracy  or 
completeness of it.  Some people simply make stuff up.  

The information herein may also change, without notice.  We may make edits and 
re-publish  new  versions,  making  previous  information  inaccurate,  outdated  or 
obsolete.  We  have  provided only  a  summary  with select  information  about  the 
business of private lending, but this document does not contain all the information 
necessary to evaluate an investment or loan. 

Got it?  Let's move on. 
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The Great Fear
You might have heard reports that the fear of public speaking ranks higher 

than the fear death.  In fact, you might have experienced extreme anxiety before a 
speech and wished you were dead.

Hard to believe we fear something more than death. But public speaking isn't 
the only thing. Can you take a guess at what else? 

The answer may surprise you. 

Fear of Heights? Spiders? Snakes? Nope.

Okay, we'll break the suspense...

A survey conducted by Allianz Insurance Company in 2014 concluded that 
77% of Americans over 40, fear running out of money more than they fear 
death. For couples married with dependents, the number is actually 82%. 
AARP's survey in 2010 came to a similar conclusion.

What? C'mon. We live in America - the wealthiest country in the world. 

Why so much fear?

When you look at some threats facing us today, you begin to understand.

 For starters, the cost of living continues to rise.       The Government claims 
inflation is under control, but ask yourself: Have prices for food gone up in 
the past 10 years? How about energy costs? How about housing costs? At a 
3% inflation rate, the cost of everything doubles every 23 years. 

 Prospects for hyper-inflation are terrifying.       Although deflation is a 
momentary concern, the injection of three trillion dollars of liquidity into 
our system over the past five years and a growing $18 trillion debt, is going 
to have staggering consequences.  Americans have been isolated from the 
devastating consequences of hyperinflation that has wiped out other 
economies and left millions in poverty. Today, the threat is more real than 
ever for our own.

 Increases in health care costs are even more worrisome.       Health care 
costs have risen multiples of the core inflation rate over the past 10 years, 
with no end in sight. Unfortunately, these cost increases come at a time when 



our population of retirees is exploding. These folks need care for things like 
diabetes, heart issues, strokes, cancer, backs, hips and knees. Prolonged stays 
in assisted living or nursing homes can wipe out a lifetime of savings. Sadly, 
excessive health care bills are the number one reason Americans file for 
bankruptcy.

 People are living longer.       Income from savings not only has to last longer for 
normal living expenses, but it also has to keep up with increasing health care 
costs for longer periods.

 Traditional sources of retirement income have disappeared.       Interest 
paid on savings, CDs and T-Bills is now below 1%. The 10-year notes are 
barely at 2%. Put your money away for 10 years and you barely have what 
you have now, yet your purchasing power is actually less.  

 Real estate and stock market crashes have wiped out savings       over the 
past decade. Nest eggs that folks spent decades building have been wiped out 
in a couple years. That's for people who even had nest eggs. 

 Many Americans have no savings at all.       According to a survey in 2014 by 
Bankrate.com, more than one-third of all working-age adults have no 
retirement savings at all. In fact, the median retirement balance for all 
working-age households in the U.S. is $3,000, and $12,000 for near-
retirement households, according to the National Institute on Retirement 
Security.

 Those with savings don't believe they have enough.       Only 18 percent of 
U.S. workers say they are “very confident” of having enough money to live 
comfortably during their retirement years, according to the Employee 
Benefit Research Institute.

No wonder Americans are fearful. 

Experts used to say you needed $1,000,000 saved by retirement age in order 
to live comfortably.

Assuming a typical couple needs $50,000 to live comfortably, then 
$1,000,000 was fine when rates were at 5%. At today's 1% rates, you need 
$5,000,000!  

Five variables help determine how comfortable you'll live in retirement: 



 How much you spend.
 How much you save.
 The number of working years until retirement.
 The number of years you'll live after retirement.
 The rate of return you make on your savings.

You can control how much you spend, by cutting expenses to the bone and 
living as frugally as possible.

You can kind of control how much you save, by working harder.

You can kind of control the number of years until retirement, by working 
longer. And, you can kind of control the number of years you'll live after 
retirement.

But one thing you can't control is the rate of return offered by banks and the 
Government. 

As we'll discuss, the media and financial advisory world would have you 
believe that they can help you control your rate of return – for a fee, of course. But 
we'll show you the truth about these claims.

The reality is, you have all of the power to control your rate of return by 
making wise investment decisions.

The higher your rate of return...

 ...the more you can spend,
 ...the less you have to save,
 ...the sooner you can retire, and
 ...the longer you can live without running out of money.

What if you had a way to make 10% a year on your money? 

You'd only need $500,000 invested to make $50,000 a year for the rest of 
your life. This is in addition to social security income you'd receive if you were of 
retirement age. 

Unfortunately, you've been told you can't.  

You've been told that you can only get 1% at the bank. Or, you can get only 



2.5-3.00% in T-Notes. 

But I'm here to tell you there is hope. You CAN do much better. 

In fact, if you're not consistently earning at least 6-16% on your money 
year after year, safely,   securely,   hassle-free   and without volatility, then you'll 
want to read this entire report. 

Actually, this report is a must read for anyone who:

 Has money sitting idly in CDs, money markets or T-bills earning 1-2% or 
less in interest.

 Has an IRA that only invests in stocks, bonds, mutual funds and ETFs.

 Is worried about the state of the stock market.

 Is tired of watching their net worth bounce around every day with the 
market.

 Has invested in, or thought about investing in real estate, but has concerns 
about tenants, leaky toilets and calls at 2:00 in the morning.

 Is sick and tired of paying fees to advisers who deliver mediocre results.

 Has fears of impending hyperinflation due to the Government's 
irresponsible monetary policies.

 Can't seem to find anywhere to put their money to earn a satisfactory, 
low-risk return.

 Is concerned about how they're going to pay their retirement bills on a 
fixed income.

 Would like to finally enjoy the power of compounding to build long-term 
wealth.

 Would like an exciting, occasional windfall profit. 

If any of this sounds like you, then keep reading. This will definitely be 
worth your time.



The Great Deceit
I won't go so far as to say you've been a victim of a massive conspiracy to 

deprive you of your wealth - though many folks believe this to be true.

What I can say is that you've been fed serious misinformation from the 
media, banks and Wall Street for the purpose of convincing you that you're 
incapable of making wise decisions about your own money.

Granted, not every one of them is evil, but you're going to quickly discover 
the dirty little secrets they've been using to get you to hand your hard earned 
money over to them, so they can earn billions of dollars in fees from it. 

Truth is, no one cares about your money more than you!

Hopefully, this short report will help you take back control from banks and 
advisers, and change your life! 

After reading this       report       all of the way through, you should be ready to:  

 Consistently earn 6-20% annually year after year, safely, securely and 
hassle free.

 Do it completely on your own.

 Spend as little as a few minutes a month managing your money.

 Compound your money so you have a fat retirement fund and be able to 
have and do all of the things you have ever wanted.

 Never have to worry about market crashes and corrections again.

 Never have to deal with renters.

 Never have to deal with tenants, toilets and 2:00 AM phone calls.

 Never have to find, fix and flip properties.

 Never have to wholesale properties.

 Sleep at night knowing you have a steady income that stays ahead of 
inflation.



The Great Myths
Like many, you've been inundated with claims from the brokers, bankers and 

advisers that you should give them your money because they'll do a better job 
managing it than you. 

Most of them claim they can “beat the market”. The slightly more honest ones 
add the disclaimer “with no guarantees.” 

The reality is, statistics prove how terribly advisers have performed.

For example, according to a number of reports, fewer than 4% of all mutual 
funds have consistently beat the market over a 10-year period. This means only 4 
in every 100 have outperformed a simple, completely unmanaged index like the 
Dow Jones Averages or the S&P 500. 

Despite these odds, there are nearly 5,000 actively managed mutual funds, 
happy to accept your money and pay themselves billions in fees. 

How can this be? Are they all really just a bunch of liars?

Some probably are. But the rest may honestly believe they can do better than 
you. And, they will spend a fortune marketing to convince you that they can too.

Unfortunately, they can't, because they have several disadvantages that you 
don't. Let's debunk a few myths that explain these:

Myth #1- “I can do a better job than you because I'm involved in it daily.”

Exceptions aside, nearly every adviser spends a large part of their day – not 
in researching investment ideas – but rather, in selling. Gathering assets. Opening 
accounts. 

The more money they oversee, the higher their fees. 

For example, an adviser who charges a fee of 1% of assets under 
management (AUM) will earn $200,000 a year if they manage $200,000,000. 

If they have an outstanding year of performance and make 20%, the AUM 
will grow by $40,000,000 (20% x $200,000,000), and they'll get a $40,000 a year 
pay raise. 



Not bad.

But if they go out and raise another $200,000,000 so their AUM is 
$400,000,000, they stand to make $400,000 a year.  

Nearly 10x the amount!

So now I ask, “How do you think they'll spend their time?” Trying to get 
better returns or raising more money?

Yeah, they're involved in the business daily. But most of it is in honing their 
sales skills. 

Myth #2 - “I can beat the market.”

Study after study has shown how unlikely an adviser or fund can outperform 
a simple index. But not many explain why.

Very few full-time, market investors - those who actually spend the majority 
of time researching versus selling - can even beat an index over the long term, let 
alone a salesman who spends most of the day pitching. 

Why?

Because the stock and bond markets are just too efficient. 

Today, the ordinary investor has all of the advantages of a highly paid adviser.

 The internet allows instantaneous information distribution to anyone. 
The only possible information advantage an adviser could have over you is 
insider information, which is illegal.

 Easy-to-use software is available to everyone for either free or very low 
cost, that allows one to analyze prices, charts, news and fundamental data at 
lightening speed.

 Trading can be computer automated by anyone to place trades at 
lightning speeds.

 Trading can be done anytime from anyone, anywhere in the world.

 Commission rates have dropped to almost nothing .



 The spread in prices has been squeezed to the pennies. Market makers 
and middlemen have watched their edge almost completely disappear. 

 Ordinary investors can now easily use advanced hedging strategies 
involving futures and options.

 Trading volume in most securities has skyrocketed, making them 
incredibly liquid.

 The number of financial educators has exploded, thereby flooding the 
market with extremely knowledgeable and skilled “do-it-yourselfers.”

Because of these things, any inefficiency or edge in the market is nearly 
instantly exploited and wiped out.

Take it from me - someone who has spent over 25 years trading just about 
every product available - it's extremely difficult to beat the trading markets over 
the long term.

Funds and advisers have another disadvantage over you.

 They are restricted by their compliance departments or fund charters 
from making certain types of trades. 

 They are restricted in how much they can allocate to any great idea.  So 
not only are there fewer and fewer great trading ideas, but the advisers and 
funds are limited in how much they can allocate to them. 

But nothing wipes out an adviser's advantage more than this one 
thing....



The Great Performance Killer
Of all the disadvantages an adviser has these days over an ordinary investor, 

the fees they charge is their kiss of death.

The fees charged by advisers largely explain why advisers almost 
certainly cannot beat the market. 

Let's take a look at the rare mutual fund that might actually outperform an 
unmanaged index before factoring in fees.

Most mutual funds charge anywhere from 1-2% of assets under management 
(AUM) in expenses. Doesn't seem so harsh, really.

But, this is just in management fees and expenses. 

Most also have selling fees called 12b-1 fees that can add another 1-2%. 

Most investors ignore the expenses and fees because after all, who cares if 
the fund has 2-4% in expenses when it can earn a 40% return like some did in 
2013, right?

But they forget that these fees are charged whether the fund makes 
money or not.

Let's be conservative and say total fees are 2.5% on average. That means that 
if a fund earns 10% on average over the long term (which fewer than 1% of all 
funds have ever earned), they still pay nearly 25% of their returns in fees! This 
leaves the net return at 7.5%.

Fees are why the majority of hedge funds that pay hundreds of millions, 
even billions in salaries and bonuses, perform even worse. These funds often 
charge what's known in the industry as "2 and 20.” 

This means they charge a 2% management fee based on the AUM, plus 20% 
of the profits.

It's no wonder that only a tiny fraction of these funds can ever beat the 
market.

Hundreds of billions of dollars in fees are paid to advisers every year, to 



underperform a simple unmanaged index fund.

Do some perform exceptionally well? Absolutely. Like any gambler, some 
have spectacular wins, in the short term. The media will surely tell you about 
those.

But over the long haul, only a tiny percent are consistent. And their 
success is far more likely due to luck and probabilities than skill.

An example may shed light on this.



The Great Coin Flipping Contest

Let's say you hold a coin flipping contest. Everyone's chance of heads or tails 
on any given flip is 50/50. 

Let's also say you fill a football stadium full of contestants.

Now let's say you give everyone a chance to learn everything they can about 
the coin that they'll be flipping. 

They can study its history, how it's made, its material composition. They can 
study the physics of a flip, the aerodynamics, the velocity.

Of course, some folks are going to learn more, faster, and retain more 
knowledge than others. 

But it makes no difference. The odds are still 50/50. 

The day of the contest begins and each contestant is to flip the coin 100 
times. The person who has the most heads or the most tails in a row, wins a 
fabulous prize. 

As the results pour in, we begin to see some interesting statistics - which by- 
the-way, are consistent with random series of events:

 Many of the coin flippers might have a temporary run of heads or tails lasting 
5 or 10 in a row. 

 After 100 flips, the vast majority will have flipped nearly 50 heads and 50 
tails.

 A tiny majority will fall on one side or the other of 50/50.

And...

 Inevitably, one or two will flip more heads or tails than anyone else.

Those who flipped more heads or more tails than anyone else, only did so 
because they were obviously highly skilled and knowledgeable, right?



Of course not. 

It's merely how probabilities play out.

There are always outliers in any random series. For no reason other 
than because of chance. 

That's a really hard pill to swallow - especially to those who have spent their 
lives studying the markets. 

If you'd like to learn more about this, I highly recommend you read “Fooled 
By Randomness,” by Nassim Taleb. Taleb provides dozens of examples of how 
extremely intelligent people hold flawed beliefs due to their misunderstanding of 
basic, probability theory.

You don't need a PhD in statistics, but a simple understanding of probability 
theory will put you light years ahead of your peers, in the investment game.  

Before we move on, there's another major myth to expose...

Myth #3 - “I can just sock my money away in an index fund and earn the 
market average over the long term.”

We've been discussing how despite earning billions in fees, it's extremely 
difficult for a fund or adviser to beat a simple, unmanaged index - such as the Dow 
Jones Averages or the S&P 500 - over the long term.

This clearly begs the question...

”So, why not just invest in an index?”

Not a bad idea, actually. 

Warren Buffet – arguably one of the world's greatest investors of all times - 
has asked that 90% of his money (which will go to charity) be invested in an index, 
after he dies.

As of December 31, 2013, the 10-year average return of the S&P 500 index 
was about 7%. 

Not bad at all.

There were even some great years where you might have earned 20-30% or 



more...

...But then there were the bad years. 

Oh, the bad years.  

In 2008 and 2009 you might have lost over 60% of your account value. Same 
in 2001. Or 1987.

In other words, to make that 7% a year, you'd have had to watch your savings 
lose up to 60% of its value, at times.  

Staying put and holding through some of these gut-wrenching corrections is 
too much for most. 

Studies have shown that only a tiny few have the brass to do it. 

Unfortunately, most people sell at the bottoms and buy at the tops and 
don't earn anywhere near 7%. 

There's an inherent human problem with investing in something like the 
stock market, the bond market, or markets for options, futures and commodities or 
any market where a person can watch every tick move up or down. 

Because of the way we are wired as humans, it wreaks havoc, 
emotionally.  



The Great Human Limitations
At a fundamental level, our psychological makeup is geared for survival. 

Throughout the day, our immensely-complex, chemical composition floods 
us with all kinds of chemicals like adrenaline, norepinephrine, oxytocin, serotonin, 
dopamine and others based on how we experience and perceive the world.

When the market moves in our favor, our brain releases chemicals rewarding 
us. We feel pleasure. We feel safe and secure.

But when the market moves against us, our fight or flight instincts kick in. 
We're flooded with the same primal chemicals that prepared us to do battle with a 
wild animal or run like hell for cover. 

In fight-or-flight mode, all of our body's resources are directed to our 
muscles. Our focus narrows and we become less able to concentrate on anything 
but the impending threat. It's been proven that our mental capacity diminishes 
dramatically when we experience fear, worry, anxiety or anger.

Although these natural responses help us deal with physical threats like a 
lion chasing us, they don't help us in today's modern-world.

In fact, these survival mechanisms cause the majority of people to behave 
irrationally investing in the markets.

Markets exist to facilitate trade between buyers and sellers. Prices are an 
advertisement by participants as to what they'll accept in order to effect a trade. 

Supply and demand determine the changes in prices. When there are more 
buyers than sellers, prices are “bid up.” When there are more sellers than buyers, 
prices are “offered down.”

Human emotions in the form of fear and greed are primary drivers of 
supply and demand. 

When prices start moving up, we fear missing out on the move and therefore, 
join in the rally. Prices are bid up further. When prices move down, we fear we'll 
lose money and loss of security and we sell in order to relieve the pain.



Inherent Human Biases

In additional to the debilitating effect of the fight or flight response, humans 
also have psychological limitations in the form of dozens - if not hundreds - of 
built-in biases.

For example, Loss-Aversion Bias   is our built-in mechanism for fighting to 
keep what we have. Again, this mechanism helps when someone threatens to take 
away our food, water or resources necessary for survival. But when the market 
drops and we're losing money, it works against us. We typically react irrationally in 
one of two ways: 

 We're either paralyzed by fear and unable to react; or 
 We react impulsively and irrationally to protect from losing more, and 

we sell out of fear of further loss.  

Loss Aversion Bias also means that as humans, we tend to fear losing 
something more than we hope to gain. 

In other words, if we have a steep loss in a stock and it rallies back to break 
even, we'll likely rush to get out and feel relieved, even though there may be a high 
probability that we could have made many multiples of our investment by staying 
in. 

We're more motivated to keep what we have than risk it to have more.

Loss Aversion Bias is closely related to Status Quo Bias  , which is just a fancy 
way of saying we tend to fear change. 

Humans generally fear the unknown and tend to stick with what's 
known, even if the unknown has more to offer. 

Another bias is Patter Recognition Bias.   Our brains are amazing pattern 
recognition machines. The problem is, we often see patterns where there are none. 
Traders just as easily see patterns on prices charts as people see images in clouds.

Then there's Confirmation Bias.   We look for information that confirms our 
beliefs and we filter and ignore information that doesn't. 

Or there's Prediction Bias.   We frequently overestimate the short-term but 
under-estimate the long term.

There's Frequency Bias.   We tend to believe that something we hear 



frequently is more credible, even though it's the exact same information heard over 
and over. 

For example, if it's sunny out and one person tells you it's going to rain, you'll 
likely dismiss it. But if 10 people tell you there's a chance it will rain today, you're 
more likely to believe it. The odds of rain never changed. But your belief in the 
odds, did.

We also have what's known as Recency Bias.   We tend to give more weight to 
current information than slightly older information. If five hours ago, ten people 
told us it was going to rain, but ten minutes ago one person tells us it isn't, we'll 
likely give more weight to the recent news. 

We quickly forget older news that may be much more relevant.

A real tough bias to overcome is our Herding Bias.   As social animals, we 
tend to feel safer following the herd and doing what everyone else is doing.  Safety 
in numbers, right? 

Herding works well protecting against physical threats. But, when we follow 
the masses who generally behave irrationally during times of fear and greed, we're 
like sheep, following the herd to slaughter. 

The above are a small sample the psychological limitations we have to 
overcome in order to operate in a market that advertises prices that change 
regularly.

So even though an index fund earning 7% a year may seem like a decent 
deal, very few people can overcome the psychological biases to buy and hold 
and not be swayed by regularly changing prices.

If you feel like you're among the chosen few who can overcome these 
limitations, you should recognize that you are a victim of yet another psychological 
bias: Confidence Bias.   

Obviously, confidence is an important trait when it can be backed up by 
results. Just know that a number of psychological studies show how we often 
believe we are an exception when we aren't.

For the majority, the trying to earn money consistently in the markets - 
be it stocks, bonds, futures, options or just a plain old index fund, is an 
extremely low probability bet.



And as we've shown, turning your money over to an adviser is usually an 
even worse bet.

No wonder so many folks simply let their money sit in bank accounts, money 
markets or T-Bills. 

Can you blame them?

But as we'll see in a moment, turning your money over to a bank has its 
own perils.



The Great Banking Secret

The fact is, your friendly, local bank is just another asset gathering and fee-
generating machine. 

Insane profits

Don't get me wrong, banks play a significant role in our world. But they also 
exist to make insane profits. Nothing wrong with that. But, don't be deceived into 
believing that you need them. And you don't need to struggle earning 1% so they 
can make huge fortunes.

Banks might pay you 1% or less on your money, but they lend it out at say, 4-
5% on secured home loans. For personal and auto loans, banks charge much  
higher rates. Some as high as 10-13%. For credit cards, interest charged can be as 
high as 24%! 

That's an enormous profit margin.

A lesser known fact, is that banks can lend up to 10 times the amount they 
have on deposit.  In other words, a bank with $10 million in deposits, can lend 
$100 million dollars. They earn interest on the larger amount and pay interest 
on the smaller amount. 

So, they pay $100,000 in interest on the $10 million deposited (1% x 
$10,000,000). But, mixing the 4-5% they earn on secured home loans all of they 
way to the 24% they earn on some credit card loans, they can make say, a “blended 
rate” of 8% on $100,000,000. That's $8,000,000 of interest earned and only 
$100,000 of interest paid! 

Obviously, they have operating expenses in addition to the interest expense 
they pay on your deposits. They also have lending limits on more risky assets, but 
this illustrates the enormous profit potential they have.

Add to this the fees they charge for checking, bounced checks, ATM use, 
statement archives and such, and it's no wonder banks have the most beautiful 
offices in the most spectacular buildings. 

No wonder they pay the fattest salaries and the biggest bonuses.



Meanwhile, you struggle to pay bills on a fixed income. You get your 
statement every month and see your measly 1%.  You continue to swim upstream 
against a current of inflation and declining purchasing power.

But it's not enough that banks make insane profits from your money. A 
number of them have to be dishonest about it too!

In recent years, this country's biggest banks - including household names 
like Wells Fargo, Bank of America - have paid out billions in fees to settle fraud 
charges for deceptive lending and sloppy foreclosure practices. Others have had 
criminal charges filed for manipulating interest and currency rates. 

Then, in the extremely rare times that these behemoth banks lose some 
money, the Government takes your tax dollars to bail them out and the bank 
executives still pay themselves monster salaries and bonuses. 

Meanwhile, they're cramming high rate loans down throats of people who 
have no business borrowing money. The banks make a mess of the paperwork, 
illegally robo-sign documents and erroneously foreclose on people who never 
missed a payment.

I'm not a hater of banks. But there is something terribly off about the 
banking system.  

When you discover that you can easily take control of your own finances in 
the manner we discuss, you'll be able to distance yourself from this broken system.

I'm here to tell you that: 

 You don't need the banks to lend your money.

 You don't need a money manager.

 You don't need a mutual fund or an ETF.

 You don't need an index fund.

 You don't need stocks, bonds, options, and futures.

There are safer ways for you to make a fabulous return.

Can you open your mind to some ideas? 



Can you overcome your Status Quo Bias for a very brief moment? 

Can you withhold judgment until you read this all of the way through?

Can you keep reading while we explain how many of the perceived risks and 
challenges with some of these ideas can be largely eliminated?

I guarantee that if you stay focused for the next little bit, your concerns will 
be addressed completely      .        

You'll discover the answers you've been looking for to finally get some peace 
of mind about your future.

Are you ready to get started?



The Great Asset Class

I want to begin by discussing an asset class most of us are familiar with... 

….Real Estate.

Don't worry, this document is NOT about flipping houses, rehabbing 
properties, or being a landlord, even though more wealth has been created in 
this country through real estate than through any other means.

No, this NOT about investing in REITs, limited partnerships or tax lien 
certificates, either. Those instruments have certainly made others wealthy, as 
well. But I believe there is still a better and safer way.

It is, however, about using real estate as a wealth-building tool, an income 
generating cash-cow and a fabulous inflation hedge...

...in a way that may be a little new to you.

First, let's look at the advantages of real estate as an asset class and as an 
investment vehicle:

 It's real! It's solid and tangible. It has value even if it's completely vacant 
and earning no money.  

 It's simple to understand and run. Not easy, but simple. Put in a tenant, 
collect rent, maintain it and watch your equity grow. Ask all the great 
investors about what makes a great investment, and they will tell you, it's 
something that is easy to understand and simple to run.

 It grows steadily. With the exception of 2008 and 2009 – which were crazy 
years for unusual reasons - real estate has been among the most consistently 
steady growing asset in the history of all investments. It has been perhaps 
the closest thing there has been to a sure thing.

 Value can be created very easily. As an investor in the stock markets, you 
add nothing to the investment except money. You, therefore, have no control 
whatsoever over its value. You are 100% at the mercy of management and 
market dynamics. On the other hand, with real estate, you can add 
immediate value through rehabbing, zoning changes, adaptive re-uses, 



financial engineering and a number of other ways. Again, this is NOT about 
flipping houses, rehabbing properties, or being a landlord, but you'll see 
in a minute why this matters.

 It doesn't move. It can't be stolen. Well, I suppose it can, but in extremely 
rare situations.

 It has created more wealth than any other asset class.

 It can't be outsourced. Unlike so many businesses that run the risk of a 
competitor outsourcing to countries with cheap labor, real estate is local. 

 Technology can't make it obsolete. Although there can be functional 
obsolescence, this can usually be cured.

 There are tax benefits. Interest on debt can be deducted. Depreciation can 
be deducted. Property can be exchanged and tax gains deferred.

 It's an inflation hedge. As wages increase, as the cost for materials rise, real 
estate values rise, too. 

 It's more stable. You don't see the value bounce up and down like they do in 
the stock markets. There isn't a daily quoted market. You aren't as affected by 
the psychological biases mentioned earlier.

 It's flexible. There are an unlimited number of ways to structure deals.

 You can have infinite returns by investing, using other people's money 
(OPM). In other words, if you don't put in any of your own money, but you 
get all of the upside, your return is infinite.

 Someone else pays down the mortgage. Not only can you earn cash flow, 
but you can also build equity as someone else (a renter) pays the cost of the 
amortizing mortgage.

 You get cash flow in addition to someone else paying down the mortgage.

 Low effort. Once leased and good management is in place, it requires very 
little effort.

 No employees or inventory to deal with and all of the problems that go 
with those.



 You can't replicate it China. Unlike many retailers these days, you're not at 
risk of your product being knocked off and sold illegally. Sorry China, you 
just happen to be an example most of us are familiar with.

 It offers pride of ownership. Most of us enjoy owning something big, and 
it's fun to see it improve. It can be an outlet for artistic talent.

 It's a necessity. Everyone needs shelter. 

Yet, despite all of the advantages of real estate, there are some pretty big 
disadvantages:

 It's illiquid.

 It requires active involvement and can be time-consuming until it's 
stabilized.

 Vacancies can take a long time to fill, depending on the type (like retail, office 
and industrial).

 You have to deal with tenants – some who have zero respect for your 
property. Some who always pay late. 

 You can have constant maintenance issues: roofs, heating and cooling 
systems, pipes, leaky toilets, landscaping, parking lots, painting, broken 
appliances, calls at 2:00 AM. Even so-called triple-net properties - where the 
tenant pays everything - still require you to maintain common areas. 

 There's more paperwork. Purchase agreements, operating agreements, loan 
documents, lease agreements, sales agreements, contractor agreements, 
architectural agreements, building plans, zoning paperwork and so on.

 There's more accounting involved. Not only the bookkeeping, but tax 
reporting. 

 You have to deal with contractors. Some who outright lie and defraud you. 
Others show up late, skip days of work, perform shoddy work, use cheap 
materials, cut corners, make excuses, overbid and don't pay their subs.

 There are ALWAYS problems of some kind with direct ownership. 
Discovering dry rot or mold, termites, and asbestos. Environmental issues. 



Boundary disputes. Misrepresentations. Evictions. Lawsuits. 

 It's an extremely people-oriented business and some people can be 
downright rude. If you're an introvert or not overly social, communicating - 
even with friendly people - can be challenging, not to mention grumpy 
sellers, contractors, rude tenants, or confrontational attorneys.

Wouldn't it be great if there were some way to invest that enjoyed 
nearly all of the advantages of real estate but with little-to-none of the 
hassles?

How about an investment that earned as much, if not more than an index 
fund, but without the market crashes and corrections, the volatility, and the built-
in psychology obstacles? 

How about an investment where you are no longer have to be a slave to 
account churning brokers, slick salesman who are only out to gather assets, and 
advisory fees that eat away at your returns, year after year.

And how about an investment that you can do yourself, without much time 
commitment, and where you can control your risk and return.

It's time for you to take back control of your financial future.

Hassle free investing is all about generating income that is:

 Safe

 Secure

 Passive

 Hassle free

Most people think of passive income as income from rental property or 
investments in the market such as stocks, bonds, mutual funds, annuities and ETFs. 

Although these forms of investing can provide passive income, we've shown 
that they are - by no means - safe, secure or hassle-free.



The Great Law of Nature

In order to grow your wealth and have consistently safe, secure and reliable 
income, you need to harness what Einstein considers one of the most powerful 
laws of nature. 

...The power of compounding. 

If you're new to this concept, this can be exciting.  If you're already familiar 
with it, consider this a powerful reminder.

Compounding is growth on top of growth. 

There's the slower, “linear growth,” which is like 1+1. Humans get older and 
“grow” one year at a time.

Then there's “exponential growth,” which is like 2 x 2 and 4x4. In other 
words, each step of growth is a multiple of the prior step.  

Exponential growth is how nature expands. It's like the population growth of 
people, animals, fish, plants, bacteria or nearly any form of life. 

A plant produces seeds - not only to replace itself, but to also create more 
plants. Each new plant, in turn, creates multiples of itself.  

Our cosmos experience compounding as gasses create new stars that collide 
and produce comets and asteroids that combine and become planets.

Exponential growth (compounding) also occurs when you earn a profit on 
your money, and then that profit goes on to earn a profit. Each dollar of profit is 
like a little seed that can grow into a plant that in turn, sheds more seeds.

Compounding starts slowly. But over time, the results are staggering. This is 
illustrated in a short story.

A story about the farmer and the laborer

Once upon a time a farmer hired a laborer for one month. He gave the 
laborer a choice of how to receive his wages.



“I can pay you $1,000 for the month, or I can pay you a penny each on the 
first day and I will double what I pay you every day, for the next 30 days.”

On the first day, he would have received a penny. On the second day, two 
pennies. On the third, four pennies and so on. Below is a chart of what happens the 
first 10 days:

The laborer - thinking he's no fool - was certainly not going to work for a 
penny. Heck, after ten days of backbreaking work, he'd still only have made a total 
of $10.23. 

“What a rip-off,” he said to the farmer. So, he happily agreed to the $1,000-for 
the-month option and considered himself quite wise.

By the looks of it, the laborer did have a point. It seemed like the farmer was 
exploiting the poor laborer.

But, as you may have guessed, there's a twist to this story. 

Turns out, this was probably the worst financial decision of all time. Let's 
see what happens over the next 20 days....



What the...?!!

Had the farmer taken the penny deal, he'd be making $5,368,079.12 on the 
last day of the month, and over the entire month he would have pocketed a total of 
$10,737,418.23!

From a penny on the first day of work to making over $10,000,000. That's 
the power of compounding!

The moral of the story: be patient and allow nature to help you become 
wealthy!

 



The Great Investment Rule

As you can see, compounding has enormous power. But there's a catch. Have 
you discovered what it is?

It works best when it has time to work and when there aren't many losses.

Warren Buffet has compounded his wealth into tens of billions of dollars. He 
has repeatedly preached about the power of compounding power.  He has also 
preached about his two main investing rules.

 Rule #1 – Don't lose money.

 Rule #2 – Don't forget Rule #1.

Losses kill the momentum of compounding. In fact, some losses become 
nearly impossible to recover from. This is because it takes a greater return on 
investment – percentage-wise – to recoup a loss. 

Below is a chart that shows what it takes just to recoup from a loss. 

On the first line, a 5% loss only requires a 5.26% return to break even. 
Not so tough. But on the last line, if you lost 50% of your money, you'd need to 
earn 100% - or double your money - just to break even. 



The Great Investment Secret
In summary, the path to wealth is to avoid losses   and to allow your profits 

to       compound      .       

And - as we've discussed - losses aren't only in the form of a bad investment. 
They're also in the form of lost purchasing power and in the form of fees.

So let's review how you get from where you are, to earning safe, secure 
and hassle-free income that avoids losses and compounds your wealth:

 Avoid high fees by avoiding financial advisers, mutual funds, and ETFs.

 Avoid losses by avoiding the roller-coaster gyrations of the financial 
markets that wreak havoc on your emotions and force you to make bad 
decisions.

 Avoid banks and their ridiculously low paying CDs because inflation 
will erode your purchasing power.

 Choose real estate as an asset class because of its time-proven wealth 
building characteristics.

 Avoid the risks of active participation in real estate by shifting the risk 
to others. In other words, let the rehabber, flipper, and entrepreneur 
take on the risk. 

 Avoid the hassles of active participation in real estate by generating 
income passively, instead of actively. Let someone else (again, the 
rehabber, flipper, and entrepreneur) do all of the work and deal with 
the headaches and hassles.

In other words, the path to consistent, recurring, passive income is to have a 
safe, solid investment that generates steady, consistent earnings over the long 
term.

“Easier said than done,” you're probably thinking, right?

Where might one possibly find such an animal?

Simple. Look no further than the giant buildings that line your city's 
skyline. 



What names are on the tallest and most expensive buildings in the city?

That's right. The Banks.

And what do banks do for profit? 

That's right. They lend money!

Throughout history, banks have been the most profitable and powerful 
enterprises in the world. Love them or hate them, they are absolute profit 
machines. 

Lending has been one of the simplest and most proven business models 
for centuries.

The lender holds all of the cards. They have all the power. Cash is King and 
everyone wants it. It's the most coveted commodity in the world.  

You don't even have to be religious to respect a quote from King Solomon - 
said to be the world's richest and wisest man who ever lived: 

“The borrower is slave to the lender.”

Is there any doubt that borrowers are slaves? Look at the burdens debt has 
placed on people for centuries. Forms of debt for student loan debt, credit card 
debt, payday loan debt and such have forced folks to stay in jobs they hate just so 
they can keep the crushing burden of interest from bankrupting them. 

But there's a lesson in this.

If the borrower is a slave, then the lender must be free.

If you want financial freedom, if you want freedom with your time, if you 
want freedom from hassles, then wouldn't it make sense to discover how to be on 
the other side of the equation? Wouldn't it make sense to discover how you can be 
the bank?

By doing so, you'll no longer have to give your money to a bank in exchange 
for a Certificate of Disappointment (CD) earning a measly 1% just so they can turn 
around and re-lend it at 5-10%, even 20%!

From now on, you're going to earn money just like banks, and you're going 
get to keep all of the profits. 



You're going to discover how you can become a wealthy private lender. 

Don't know how? It's simple to learn.

Don't have money? You don't need it. 

Afraid of the risk? We'll show you how to avoid it.



The Great Collateral
Private lending is simply a loan from one party to another. Instead of it 

coming from a bank, it comes from a private party – in other words, the bank of 
“You.”  

 Private lending removes the “middlemen” and all of their fees. 

 Private loans can be for any purpose. 

 Private loans can be either secured or unsecured. 
 

An unsecured loan   only requires a promise or a signature from the 
borrower and is thus also called a “signature loan.” 

On the other hand, a secured loan   means that the loan is backed by some 
form of collateral. In the event that the borrower defaults on the loan agreement – 
either by failing to pay what's owed or by violating some term of the loan 
agreement - the lender can take possession of and sell the collateral to get its 
money back.

The collateral for a secured loan can be anything agreed upon by the lender 
and borrower, but real estate   is one of the most secure forms of collateral. 

Unlike cars, jewelry, equipment or other personal property that can be stolen 
or moved, real estate doesn't go anywhere. That's why lending rates on real estate 
by banks is generally much lower than it is on other assets. Real estate is 
considered much less risky.

But as a lender, you don't need to own, rehab, or maintain real estate!

Compared to actually owning the real estate, private lending has nearly many 
of the advantages of real estate without toilets, trash, and tenants. 

Let's review again some of the benefits of real estate, but this time as they 
apply to you - as a private, real estate lender: 

 Real estate is tangible. It's not some blip on a computer screen or piece of 
paper. You can see, touch it, feel it. As a private lender, you can keep a much 
better eye on your investment. 

 It has value even if completely vacant and not generating a dime of 



income. Unlike financial instruments where you can easily lose everything, 
it's almost impossible to not be able to foreclose and liquidate a building for 
some value even if it's vacant and in the worst of condition.  

 It's simple to understand and run. As a private real estate lender, the 
collateral – which is real estate – is simple to understand. It's not some 
bioscience investment or technology deal that requires a PhD to learn how to 
value it. All of the great investors tell you to invest in something that is easy 
to understand and simple to run.

 It grows steadily. With the exception of 2008 and 2009 – which were crazy 
years for unusual reasons – real estate has been among the most consistently 
steady growing asset in the history of all investments. It has perhaps been 
the closest thing to a “sure thing” out there. As a private lender, you benefit 
from this growth either indirectly - because your collateral gets stronger as 
real estate appreciates – or directly – if you negotiate a piece of the profits, in 
addition to the interest you earn on your loan. 

 Value can be created easily. As the rehabber, flipper or entrepreneur 
improves the real estate's value, your collateral and security gets even more 
solid.

 It has created more wealth than any other asset class. As a private lender, 
your collateral and security get stronger as the rehabber, flipper or 
entrepreneur grows wealth.

 It can't be outsourced, technology can't make it obsolete and you can't 
replicate it in China. Imagine having loans with computers as collateral. It 
seems like they're obsolete every few years. Or, imagine lending to a 
technology company that goes broke because a competitor came out with a 
new invention. Or, imagine lending to a business that sells a product that gets 
pirated and drives down its sales. You experience none of that with real 
estate.

 It's an inflation hedge. As wages increase, and as the cost for materials rise, 
real estate values rise, too. As a private lender, you benefit from improved 
collateral and security. 

 It's stable. You don't see the value bounce up and down like the markets. 
There isn't a daily quoted market. You aren't as affected by the psychological 
biases that give humans a disadvantage trading an actively quoted market. 
As a private lender, your asset value stays steady and profits compound 



consistently.

 It's flexible. There are an unlimited number of ways to structure deals. 
Private lenders also have many creative ways to structure a deal.

 You can have infinite returns by investing in it using other people's money. 
In other words, if you don't put in any of your own money, but you get all of 
the upside, your return is infinite. This same truth applies to private lending. 
You can borrow money from others at lower rates and lend at higher rates – 
and keep the difference. Just like the banks do. With this type of borrowing, 
you aren't a slave like you are when you borrow for consumption. 

 Equity builds over time as someone else pays down the mortgage which 
improves the strength of your collateral and security. If your loan allow you 
to also participate in profits, then your loan directly benefits from an 
increase in your borrower's equity.

 You get cash flow in addition to someone else paying down the mortgage. 
As a private lender, you get a check every month whether the property has 
cash flow or not. If you don't get a check, you have the right to sell the 
property to recoup your initial loan and all accrued interest and fees.

 Pride of ownership. Although you won't be titled as an owner, you can still 
take pride that your dollars helped create value, jobs and improve a property 
and neighborhood. 

 It's a necessity. Everyone needs shelter. So as a private real estate lender, 
you're not just lending on a product people want, you're lending on 
something people need.  

 Hassle Free. Through private real estate lending, you don't have to hassle 
with contractors, vendors, and a host of hassles and headaches we 
mentioned earlier. You don't have anywhere near the paperwork, contracts 
and possible legal issues that an entrepreneur or developer has.

 Private lending offers a huge return on time (ROT). As a private lender, 
you spend infinitely less time on a project than the rehabber, flipper or 
entrepreneur. I have personally spent hundreds of hours on individual real 
estate projects. In some cases, I have made nothing. But lenders might spend 
10-50 hours maximum (depending on complexity) and almost always make 
a safe, secure, consistent, recurring profit.



About the only advantages that you don't get with private lending that you 
can get by directly investing in real estate are the tax benefits of depreciation and 
capital gains. 

Is this a big deal?

Maybe not. When you depreciate property as a direct investor, depreciation 
taken in earlier periods is recaptured upon the sale of a property.

Capital gains are only earned for a direct investor if the property is sold for a 
profit after a certain holding period like, 12-24 months. Otherwise, short-term 
gains, as well as rental income, is taxed as ordinary income, just like interest 
income on loans. But, interest income on loans is earned whether or not there 
is rental income or capital gains at all. What is that worth to you?  

What's more, taxes on loan income can be deferred – indefinitely. In some 
cases, there is no tax at all. By making loans through your IRA and 401-K, the 
income can be deferred.  And, if you earn income through a Roth IRA, the 
profits can be tax-free!

Okay, time for a disclaimer. Tax laws change regularly and all of the above 
could become obsolete. Also, we're not tax advisers, so be sure to consult a 
qualified tax expert on these matters. In the meantime, just know that tax hurdles 
can be removed in many cases. Without the burden of taxes, your money can 
compound exponentially faster.

What about the risks?

Like anything in life, there are no guarantees. But private real estate lending 
– when done correctly – can be about as close to guaranteed income as you can get. 
Plus, you can earn as good as - if not better – returns than in the stock market with 
much less volatility and with much less effort.

I can personally name private lenders who – at the time of this writing - have 
made hundreds of loans with absolutely no defaults. Most of those who have had 
defaults, either got all of their money back through foreclosure or they took a small 
loss that was easily made up for by the profits from other loans.

Several of these folks can show a track record of earning compounded annual 
returns of 10% or more for over 20 years. How many stockbrokers, financial 
advisers, hedge fund or mutual fund managers can say they've earned 10% 
annually for 20 years – with little-to-no losses?



This folks is the big secret that banks and Wall Street don't want you to 
know!

They'd much rather sell you complex products and instruments and tell you 
that you need them to manage your money for you. That way, they can make the 
spread between what they pay and what they earn by using your money, or extract 
an insane amount of fees from you.

But I digress...

...Yes, there are risks. And plenty of them. Heck, walking across a street 
can have enormous risks. Thousands die from doing it ever year. 

A recent report from the National Complete Streets Coalition - studying 
ten years of data - found that more than 4,500 pedestrians are killed by 
motor vehicles every year, on the streets of America. This is 16 times 
the number of Americans killed in natural disasters over the same 
period. Another 68,000 walkers on average are injured every year. 
Internationally, more than 270,000 people are killed annually while 
walking – according to the World Health Organization. “It’s like an 
airplane falling out of the sky every other day” notes Scott Bricker, 
Executive Director of America Walks, a coalition of walking advocacy 
groups.

Seems kind of crazy, doesn't it? Isn't death by crossing the street avoidable?

Of course it is. Following some simple, common-sense guidelines, almost all 
of the risks can be eliminated:

 Cross at designated crosswalks. 
 Wait until the signal tells you to go. 
 Look both ways. 
 Be alert. 

Last checked, no legitimate private lender died making a real-estate 
backed loan. And if you happen to find one or two of them, the risk of death is still 
far lower than it is from crossing a street.    

But like crossing the street, nearly all of the risks from private lending 
can be eliminated with simple, common sense. You can go through life and 
never get hurt walking across a street by following a few simple rules. Or, you can 
be foolish and plow ahead, cutting corners and getting run down.



The Great Risk Mitigator

So how do private real estate lenders control and reduce their risk? 

The same way the banks do. Through effective underwriting. 

Underwriting is the process that lenders use to review and analyze 
information about the borrower and the project. They start by reviewing the Five 
“C's” of an applicant and project.

 Character.       Who is requesting the loan? What is their background? What is 
their experience? Do they have references? Do they follow through? Are they 
responsible? Are they capable and willing? Are they litigious?

 Credit.       What is their FICO score? Do they show a history of paying their 
debts? If not, was there a valid reason?

 Cash Flow.       Does the borrower have outside sources of income to cover loan 
payments? Is the property showing profits?

 Commitment.       What are the plans for the project? Is the borrower 
committed? Does the borrower have “skin in the game” in the form of equity 
contributed?  

 Collateral.       Has the collateral been appraised? Inspected? What is the age? 
Condition? Location? Are values improving or declining? Is rehab needed? 

 

In addition to The Five C's, there are some other simple, but necessary things 
lenders do to protect their loans:

 Loan terms are documented in writing with a promissory note   which is a 
legally binding instrument. 

 Loans are secured by collateral in the form of a mortgage   or trust deed   
that gives the lender the right to legally step in and take control in the event 
terms of the note are breached.

 The collateral is recorded as a lien against the property in the public 
records.



 The value of the collateral is independently verified by a certified, 
licensed appraiser or a reputable real estate specialist selected by the lender. 
The borrower pays this cost.

 The lender controls and issues the escrow instructions and only allows 
release of funds once all items are to the lender's satisfaction.

 Funds are impounded for taxes and insurance. To make sure taxes and 
insurance are paid, funds are held in escrow from each payment to pay them 
when these costs come due.

 The ratio of the amount loaned to the value of the property is low 
enough that there is equity - to not only cover the entire principal balance of 
the loan - but to also cover all accrued interest and collection costs. This ratio 
is known as the Loan-to-Value (LTV) ratio.  For example, a property valued at 
$1000,000 with a $70,000 loan, has a 70% LTV ratio ($70,000/$100,000) .

 Funds are held back for repairs. If some of the loan is for rehab costs on 
the property, these funds are held back and only released upon presentment 
by a bonafide invoice from a bonafide contractor or vendor.

 Rehab budgets are prepared and all rehab is performed by a licensed 
general contractor who obtains all necessary permits.

 The collateral is insured against loss though liability & hazard insurance 
policies that protect the loan in the event of fire, damage or if someone is 
hurt on the property. This insurance is paid for by the borrower. The lender 
is named in the policy and notices of any non-payment or breach are also 
sent to the lender.

 A title search is conducted and title insurance is purchased by the 
borrower from a reputable title insurance company, to ensure clean, clear, 
undisputed title and satisfaction of all possible liens such as taxes, mechanics 
liens and other possible clouds on title. Title insurance also protects against 
forgery and fraudulently conveyed property.

 The lender's funds are held in escrow with an attorney, or an 
independent, third-party escrow with a reputable history and that is 
licensed, bonded, insured and in good standing with the Better Business 
Bureau. 



 Net income must exceed the loan payments by a safe margin. Banks 
generally like to see that the monthly cash flow is at least 1.2 times the 
monthly loan payment amount. As a private lender, so should you.

 The lender's credit is verified to make sure they have a history of paying 
bills as promised.

 The borrower has a proven track record and verifiable experience in 
real estate.

 The property is professionally managed by a licensed, reputable and 
professional, management company.

 The loan is short term. The loan is expected to be paid in full in two years 
or less. The plan is for the borrower to refinance your loan with conventional 
financing once a stabilized rental history is established. Or, your loan can be 
paid off upon sale of the property. 

Obviously all aspects of effective loan underwriting can't be considered in 
this short e-book. But, the above should show you that the risk of financial loss can 
be almost eliminated, making it relatively safe. 

Other issues like building your team, finding deals to fund and structuring 
terms – to maximize safety and yield – are the subject for another day. 

But at least now you're armed with the knowledge of ways to take back 
control of your financial future.



The Great Path
Hopefully you've enjoyed this short journey. By taking just a couple hours or 

less, you have learned how to:

 Put to work money that has been sitting idly in CDs, money markets or T-
bills, earning 1-2% or less in interest.

 Grow your money faster than inflation and stay ahead of medical costs.

 Build wealth for retirement and financial independence.

 Avoid the fees charged by advisers for poor, or mediocre results.

 Avoid the psychological traps of investing in the markets.

 Say goodbye to the roller-coaster ride of the stock market.

 Have tangible, solid assets behind your investments, without fussing with 
tenants, leaky toilets, and calls at 2:00 in the morning.

 Experience an occasional, windfall profit.

Now it's your turn. What will you do with this knowledge? 

Will you file it away and go on hoping your financial adviser will be among 
the 4/10ths of 1% who can consistently beat the returns of a simple index? 

Will you trade stocks, futures, commodities or options and hope to overcome 
the mental torment and psychological biases only to be among the extremely rare 
who are randomly chosen by the universe just to outperform a simple index?

Will you put your money into a simple index fund and be willing lose 50% of 
your money – in any given year – in order to earn 7-8% annually, on average?

Or....

Will you take control of your own financial future?

Will you use a simple - but effective - time-proven approach to grow income 
and wealth that has been used for centuries by bankers, Kings, and Pharaohs?



The choice is yours, of course. 

Personally, I had to try everything else. I was stubborn and arrogant enough 
to believe that I was among the chosen, who could outperform the masses. 

I believed that enough study, enough practice, and enough capital would 
surely lead me to a road of riches. And, in fact, it did. Temporarily. 

But it wasn't a path of safety. It wasn't a path to security. And it most 
definitely wasn't hassle free. 

You don't have to make the mistakes that I or millions of others have made. 
You can avoid the soul-scarring pain of helplessly watching your wealth vanish 
dollar-by-dollar. 

You can begin today, down a road much smoother, much more solid, and far 
more prosperous. And, you can get their more quickly.

I encourage you to learn more about private lending backed by real estate 
and to immediately begin formulating a plan for yourself.

You're not alone. There are plenty of people and resources to help you 
get started. Begin now and take small steps each day. Just like interest on 
interest, your consistent action will compound your results.

 I encourage you to continue reading our blog and emails. 

 Shoot me an email or give me a call.

 Search the web for and join private lending associations in your area.

 Network with people in those groups. 

 Join and attend meetings at your local real estate clubs.

 Find a mentor. Team up with someone experienced.

 Make a list of private lenders and hard money lenders in your area and meet 
with them. Often, local lending associations and groups offer member 
directories.

 Pool your funds with some of these experienced lenders. Some offer pooled 
funds. Others will co-lend along with you. Some will refer deals that don't 



meet their criteria.

 Search for reputable mortgage brokers who - for a small fee - will find and 
underwrite loans for you.

 Network with realtors. Network with title companies. Network with a real 
estate attorneys.

 Although not necessary, you can even get paid too learn by getting a loan 
originator license and working with a company. 

In any event, you'll quickly discover there is no shortage of opportunity.

But you must at least do something. 

Take action today. You owe it to yourself. 

And when you get your first loan completed, be sure write to me and let me 
know!

Here's to your success!



The Great Author
(Okay, now we're stretching it)

Ken Kurtz is currently a private real estate lender and 
investor in Phoenix, Arizona.   

For  13  years, Ken  was  principal  of  a  mergers  and 
acquisitions firm where he invested in and advised on 
over  25  mergers  and  acquisitions  between  publicly 
held  and  privately  held  companies  with  combined 
values of nearly $500 million.  

Ken  has  a  B.S.  degree  in  finance  with  a  real  estate 
emphasis, from the University of Utah.

He has over a hundred transactions under his belt involving acquisitions, 
restructuring, capital formations, loans, sales of real estate, distressed debt, small 
businesses and public companies.

Ken is a past member of the Mountain West Venture Capital Association. He was an 
active volunteer for the Phoenix Men's Shelter. He lobbies with the Humane Society 
of Arizona for animal rights and has written a book on spinal cord injuries, a book 
on marketing for small businesses and a book on prospering on the internet. 

Ken Kurtz                           
Aspen Ridge Corporation               
Phone: (623) 237-9211                      
AspenRidgeCorp@msn.com 


